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What do they think?  What do they want? And what is it that makes them kill or be 

killed without remorse? 
 

Most Importantly, How to DEFEAT Terrorism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This small book is divided in three sections 
 

1. SEAL plan. a small guide by which one can seal his place to a level that it 
becomes next to impossible for them to do their “ performance”  

2. Some practical tips and tricks to defeat terrorism which is in no way complete but 
they can give you a few pointers. 

3. A theoretical approach to the business of counter-ideology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

1. Start a positive system of BIOMETRIC identification based on fingerprints and 
eye-retina scans. The biggest problem in implementing this strategy is the fact 
that one cannot have these scanners everywhere; well think again, simply put an 
order making it mandatory for all the cell phone makers to include a fingerprint 
scanner as well as a retina scanner and a GPS transmitter which has a separate 
power supply than the phone battery. It is cheaper than you can imagine, 
typical cost to include these three features is in the vicinity of 25$ each cell 
phone and govt is not the one who is going to put this money out of it’s income, 
people are going to spend for their security. One might be tempted to think that 
the person who is willing to die is successful no matter what, not in my opinion 
though, this simple yet effective system is going to give you the necessary tools to 
detect the social circle of the person, as well as prevent him from reaching his 
”performance” avenue. 

 
 
 
2. Give additional instructions to toll booths, these tool booths must put in a networking 

central database all the information regarding a vehicle as well as who is driving and 
with who with finger print scans. ( this incidentally can put an end to car stealing as 
well as kidnapping since car stealing is done based on the assumption that car can be 
sold in another state for a price, now if they cannot get out of the city without being 
identified, that makes the car too hot to be stolen and sold. And kidnapping on the 
assumption that they can take the person out of the city in time before the authorities 
are alerted, in kidnapping case they cannot prevent it, but it will be extremely 
effective in checking it.) And all the cars etc must be physically checked so as to 
detect if anything suspicious is being transported in it. Remember Terrorists do dry 
run of every performance every time.  

 
 
3. This particular strategy is the most effective strategy of them all, since it can 

take away the one advantage terrorists have, that of being hidden, and able to 
strike at will. Since almost all the terrorist organizations seems to recruit from 
within their social circle. By making a social map of a person out of this 
information ( which is extremely easy by the way) we can almost always know 
who the person knows, identification is almost immediate, and those all can be 
immediately arrested and investigated, by this few procedural changes one can 
make the place better and more secure than you can ever imagine. 

 
 
 
4. Some countries have a practical problem of a huge shore line or land border which 

they cannot monitor with limited manpower.  
 



Deal with the world as it works and not as you hoped or wanted it to work.  
 
Don’t try to change situation, adapt to it. You will go far ☺ 
 
Remember the Chinese, they were constantly harassed by the Mongols, and so they 
created the biggest spectacle of them all, The Great Wall of China. Now you are 
harassed by the same problem only you don’t have to build the Great Wall of China, 
why not create just the towers of it? I know that American Red Cross has created a 
device that seems to detect the electrical impulses generated by a beating human 
heart; it was developed primarily to detect people trapped in fallen buildings such as 
in earthquakes. Its range at that time was approx 500mtrs in without obstruction, and 
I don’t think we cannot increase it to something else.  Now imagine something like 
this, a normal line of watch towers approx 10 kilometers apart which can 
automatically detect any intrusion in the land, or sea. And via a video camera 
controlled sniper rifle which has a long range. That can practically control any and 
all intrusion on land and sea, for some special needs security agencies can put 
additional hardware on the tower like small radars and anti aircraft guns or 
something else. If the watch tower is being put in water (coastal regions) then one 
may add some sort of sonar in it which can make a 3d view. 
 
 
 

5. there is a software by Microsoft which joins various streaming video and images in 
A composite 3d view of the place, now imagine a 3d view of the city which contains 
everything and everyone. It should have multiple sources. Now imagine the 
usefulness of it. City is going to be practically free from crime, since you will always 
know who, when, where, how. Only thing that will remain is why which is usually 
not difficult to know from investigations once you know who, when, where, how. 
This is going to be the first true crime free city or country of the world. Where 
people feel super secure. 

 
 
 
6. One of the practical problems of law enforcement agencies of coastal regions is the 

fact that one cannot check fishing ships entering the docks, as they are usually 
thousands entering the docks at any given moment and it is a logistics nightmare. 
There is a practical solution to this problem though, when you cannot check 
thousands of ships entering your country why let them enter. See it this way, you 
don’t need the ships they come and go all the times, but you need the fishes 
(product). Make a dock in the sea. Have you seen oil rigs in the seas, how they work 
in the sea like huge castles in the sea, self sustaining and everything, well make 
something similar in the sea, only you don’t need to have millions to do that, you can 
have any big ship that comes for ship breaking, you can have it for practically 
pennies. The product can be collected there, and then it can be bought to the shore in 
a big ship which can be practically checked. Ships can be left on the deep sea dock. 

 



 
 
7. A guide for securing your premises (specifically for public places like hotels, 

Railway stations, airports etc.) I got this idea while I was seeing the Mumbai 
carnage, they have security with security cameras and stuff, but what’s the point, we 
know that the criminal or terrorist is here and doing his act, you can catch him and 
convict him with the security tapes but that does not stop them from doing their act, 
for that you need to stop them from entering, well for that there is a practical utility, 
put a special bulletproof glass chamber type structure in front of entrance, so that one 
only can enter after going through the glass chamber which should have a body 
scanner which can detect what is on the body, the bags should be scanned through 
two types of machines, one of which is like a normal X- ray machine and another a 
molecule analyzer. A molecular analyzer is a type of machine which shows the 
molecular structure of the product and whether or not it is exothermic i.e. it produces 
vast quantities of heat when burning in that case it can be prevented from entering 
the premises and put to another storage facility or something I believe the product is 
optiscan by some Canadian company. You’ll have to improvise for that. 

 
 
 
8. Make a special type of phone code which is specifically just to report everything; it 

can be anything from something like reporting that you sneezed to that you got an 
order for a thousand burgers. You will be surprised what you can get out of this code, 
by reporting everything you are basically informing govt of what is happening in the 
country, from who is sick to who is doing what to who is thinking what. It should be 
sufficient to allow govt to take appropriate actions. Like for example if someone is 
sneezing, and suddenly many people are reporting sneezing, then disease control 
could be alerted.  

 
 
9. It seems people tend to NOT become terrorists when they are associated with the 

govt and taking some sort of benefits from the authorities out of maybe sheer fear of 
losing the privileges that they are having. Give them something that seems that govt 
is giving them something just because they are there and that they are citizens of that 
country and it is a privilege of being in that country and supporting the way of life. 
Examples in various countries are like social security in USA, new NREGA in India 
which should be, in my opinion be able to prevent large scale secessionist activities. 

 
10. Start a universal command against terrorism under the UN flag. It should be a global 

force with people drawn from practically all the countries of the world. Any attempt 
by local authorities to counter-terrorism is portrayed as an attempt by authorities to 
remove the legal political rights and aspirations of the people, by putting counter 
terrorism force under UN flag, you practically remove that argument against action. 
More ever it gives certain countries access to counter-terrorism technology as well as 
trained personnel which they might not be able to afford. 

 



11. Declare terrorism as an act of war against the world which is to be resisted by all the 
countries. Biggest argument against this strategy would be that it seem to deny 
people’s right to resist oppression for every act of resistance could be classified as an 
act of terrorism. For that we must be able to reach on a consensus on definition of 
terrorism. It can be something like this:  
Any act which attempts to scare people with a violent action or a threat of 
violent action in order to make them do or not do an action is terrorism. Any 
action or threat of action that promotes hatred against the other value group (in 
society) is classified as terrorism. Any action that attempts to change a person’s 
free will in favor or against a particular value group by way of various means of 
performances or psychological warfare (including but not limited to 
propaganda / indoctrination) is a terrorist activity. Any act or verbal act that 
promotes hatred against other value group is terrorism. For me an act of 
injustice (which seems to be the justification of terrorism) is: insecurity against 
external factors such as criminals/ unequal access to resources / where 
disagreement is disloyalty and as such any act that attempts to prevent free will. 
(Free will in this context means which does not infringe upon the rights of other 
residents of the society and which promotes the security, tolerance and growth 
of the society.) Now I can’t do better than this ☺ 

 
Total cost to complete this whole exercise is not more than 3-4 billion for huge countries 
and maybe even a few hundred thousand for small countries. There is a solution to every 
problem in the world all you have to do is just ask! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
The majority of counter-insurgency efforts by major Western powers in the last century have been 
spectacularly unsuccessful. This may be attributed to a number of causes. First, a popular insurgency 
has an inherent advantage over any occupying force. Whenever Spanish forces managed to constitute 
themselves into a regular fighting force, the superior French forces beat them every time. However, 
once dispersed and decentralized, the irregular nature of the rebel campaigns proved a decisive 
counter to French superiority on the battlefield. Napoleon's army had no means of effectively 
combating the rebels, and in the end their strength and morale were so sapped that when Wellington 
was finally able to challenge French forces in the field, the French had almost no choice but to 
abandon the situation. Counter-insurgency efforts may be successful, especially when the insurgents 
are unpopular. The Philippines, Peru, and Malaya have been the sites of failed insurgencies. 
Hart also points to the experiences of T. E. Lawrence and the Arab Revolt during World War I as 
another example of the power of the rebel/insurgent. Though the Ottomans often had advantages in 
manpower of more than 100 to 1, the Arabs' ability to materialize out of the desert, strike, and 
disappear again often left the Turks reeling and paralyzed, creating an opportunity for regular British 
forces to sweep in and finish the Turkish forces off. In both the preceding cases, the insurgents and 
rebel fighters were working in conjunction with or in a manner complementary to regular forces. Such 
was also the case with the French Resistance during World War II and the National Liberation Front 
during the Vietnam War. The strategy in these cases is for the irregular combatant to weaken and 
destabilize the enemy to such a degree that victory is easy or assured for the regular forces. However, 
in many modern rebellions, one does not see rebel fighters working in conjunction with regular forces. 
Rather, they are home-grown militias or imported fighters who have no unified goals or objectives 
save to expel the occupier. In these cases, such as the Israeli occupation of Lebanon, which ended in 
2000, and the current Iraqi insurgency, the goal of the insurgent is not to defeat the occupying military 
force; that is almost always an impossible task given the disparity in resources. Rather, they seek 
through a constant campaign of sneak attacks to inflict continuous casualties upon their superior 
enemy forces and thereby over time demoralize the occupying forces and erode political support for 
the occupation in the homeland of the occupying forces. It is a simple strategy of repeated pin-pricks 
and bleedings that, though small in proportion to the total force strength, sap the will of the occupier to 
continue the fight. According to Liddell Hart, there are few effective counter-measures to this strategy. 
So long as the insurgency maintains popular support, it will retain all of its strategic advantages of 
mobility, invisibility, and legitimacy in its own eyes and the eyes of the people. So long as this is the 
situation, an insurgency essentially cannot be defeated by regular forces. The US in Vietnam 
attempted to neutralize this advantage by simply taking away the civilian population that shielded the 
insurgents; however, this had the foreseeable effect of alienating the populace and further fueling 
support for the rebels. In the current operations against insurgents in the "War on Terror", such 
ruthless tactics are not available to commanders, even if they were effective. Another option in 
combating an insurgency would be to make the presence of troops so pervasive that there is simply no 
place left for insurgents to hide, as demonstrated in Franco's conquest of Republican Spain during the 
Spanish Civil War or the Union occupation of Confederate States with Federal troops following the 
American Civil War. In each of these cases, enormous amounts of manpower were needed for an 
extended period of time to quell resistance over almost every square kilometer of territory. In an age of 
ever shrinking and increasingly computerized armed forces, this option too is precluded from a modern 
commander’s option.  Essentially, then, only one viable option remains. The key to a successful 
counter-insurgency is the winning-over of the occupied territory's population. If that can be 
achieved, then the rebellion will be deprived of its supplies, shelter, and, more importantly, its moral 
legitimacy. Unless the hearts and minds of the public can be separated from the insurgency, the 
occupation is doomed to fail.  
 
According to a report of the Australian military: 
 
"Among the most effective means are such population-control measures as vehicle and personnel 
checkpoints and national identity cards. In Malaya, the requirement to carry an ID card with a photo 
and thumbprint forced the communists to abandon their original three-phase political-military strategy 
and caused divisive infighting among their leaders over how to respond to this effective population-
control measure." 



 

OVERCOMING RELIGIOUS 
INDOCTRINATION

6 STEPS TOWARD SANITY
Religious indoctrination is real. It is a traditionally based process of all cultures. Its power is such that 
peoples so affected have a ‘belief’ they have chosen their particular ‘faith’ above the many on offer 
throughout the planet. 
 
All religions work on the principle of exposing each new generation to a single world-view, to the 
exclusion of all others, in a repetitious and authorative manner. Doubts, as to the veracity of such 
‘teachings’ are not encouraged, indeed, are not tolerated. 
 
Once learned, the information so gained is retained for life, allowing it to take on an instinctive mantle in 
later years. As with all acquired knowledge, such as learning to ride a bicycle or rote remembrance of 
mathematical time’s tables, once taught, unlearning is not an easy option. 
 
This is not to say that the results of such methodology are not practically overcome-able.  
 
Youthful brains soak up information with little effort, establishing permanent neurotic pathways. Older 
brains require considerably more effort to alter this situation. There are many Atheists to attest to this. In 
fact, it is the rule rather than the rarity that most Atheists were raised from infancy under some religious 
regime or other. Even the most intense religious indoctrination can be overcome. 
 
Here is how it is achieved: 
 
First, one must become acquainted with and become used to the correct terminology pertaining to religious 
indoctrination. Even though the religious are quick to point out that others have been brainwashed (Such as 
communists, other religious adherents and even Atheists), it is they who have succumbed to this process. 

Brainwashing/inculcation/indoctrination is one in the same word in meaning. These words are used in 
reference to promoting a one-sided opinion as being truthful, without allowing access to other ideas and 
with no reservation in calling it unjustifiably, the ‘truth’. Considering the adverse ramifications of such 
methods and results of brainwashing, this is nothing less than mental child abuse of the worst kind and one 
day it will be viewed that way. 
 
Just seriously think about this for a moment. If you are religious or harbour religious thoughts, it is more 
than most likely the result of being abused and mentally used as a child. There is no escaping this fact. That 
the abused can then go on to abusing others in a likewise fashion is near enough to proof positive of the 
reality of the situation.  
 
Under the guise of a good for humanity, the fear of death and/or eternal damnation is instilled into the 
pliable and susceptible minds of children and continues into adulthood. Sprinkled with tales of eternal life, 
temporal wishes supernaturally achievable, the unworthiness of humans and the existence of a ’good’ and 
an ‘evil’, sets the mental scene for subservient confusion. 
 
Second, after recognizing one has been abused and brainwashed against their will and without their 
knowledge, if escape is required, then effort to combat this negative outlook must be more intense and 



prolonged than the unwanted religious input. 
 
A good start is to fully appreciate that all religious people of the thousands of religions that have and do 
exist, have been similarly abused, with them considering that they have the correct religion and all others 
are wrong. Even religions under the same name can state unequivocally that their counterparts have it 
incorrect. As an example, fundamentalist Christianity classes the Pope as the Anti-Christ and Catholicity a 
heresy. 
 
Third, take a proper look at Earth. 50,000 Iranians have been recently killed by earthquake, 3,000 multi-
denominational people died in the Twin Towers, 6 million Jewish people died in the Holocaust etc.  

Where were their respective gods? They were remarkably silent as they have been throughout history in 
humanities darkest hours. 
 
Look at the system that sustains life on our planet: Every life form preys on another life form to exist. Some 
of this in such brutal and horrible fashion as to totally exclude the idea of a ‘loving’ god as the creator. 
 
Look how the dice of life favors some and is more than wretched to others. 
 
Look how natural disasters and pathogens kill and maim indiscriminately. 
 
Fourth, it must be consciously recognized that books and ideas of old came from ignorant times, were 
written and passed on by ignorant men living by the malleable rules of all-encompassing superstition. 
 
Fifth, and most importantly, it must be remembered that religions have held sway since consciousness 
arrived many tens of thousands of years ago. It is only in the last few hundred years that science has leapt 
onto the scene, and in doing so, has began to devour the very pillars holding superstition aloft. 
 
Although it is not fully accepted yet, the one part of science that will eventually be seen as the most 
profound is the principle of evolution. Not only has science found no evidence for a supernatural realm, it 
has shown that evolution requires no such thing to sustain it. 
 
Sixth and lastly, it therefore has to be asked as to why a super-being or thing would initiate a universe with 
us as only an infinitesimal dot within it. The Universe works on definite laws in a rational manner. Even if 
Quantum structure appears not to be so!  
 
Such a rational creative force would hardly expect us to accept the irrationality that is religion especially as 
it is introduced in the heinous form of child abuse. 
 
An all-loving god with control over every particle in existence, which chooses to allow immense suffering, 
cannot exist. 
 
An all-powerful god incapable of creating perfect happiness for its creation is an oxy-moronic concept. 
 
An all-knowing god that cannot see the inherent goodness of humanity and does not nurture and aid its 
creation in a fair and equitable manner is a god of immeasurably immoral proportion. 
 
These thoughts and similar must be the constant companion of the adult psyche wishing to escape the 
foolishness of religious mind control. 
 
Victims of child abuse can overcome the strong hold it has on them and in doing so can benefit greatly 
from the conflict. The brainwashing will always remain but in its subjugation it will eventually be replaced 
with feelings of pride of accomplishment. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
WHAT IS PROPAGANDA 
 
Propaganda is the dissemination of information aimed at influencing the opinions or behaviors of large 
numbers of people. As opposed to impartially providing information, propaganda in its most basic 
sense presents information in order to influence its audience. Propaganda often presents facts 
selectively (thus lying by omission) to encourage a particular synthesis, or gives loaded messages in 
order to produce an emotional rather than rational response to the information presented. The desired 
result is a change of the cognitive narrative of the subject in the target audience to further a political 
agenda. Propaganda is the deliberate, systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and 
direct behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist. 
 

—Garth S. Jowett and Victoria O'Donnell, Propaganda and Persuasion 
 
 
Propaganda is a powerful weapon in war; it is used to dehumanize and create hatred toward a 
supposed enemy, either internal or external, by creating a false image in the mind. This can be one by 
using derogatory or racist terms, avoiding some words or by making allegations of enemy atrocities. 
Most propaganda wars require the home population to feel the enemy has inflicted an injustice, which 
may be fictitious or may be based on facts. The home population must also decide that the cause of 
their nation is just. (ALL countries do propaganda in one way or another) 
 
Propaganda may be administered in insidious ways. For instance, disparaging disinformation about 
the history of certain groups or foreign countries may be encouraged or tolerated in the educational 
system. Since few people actually double-check what they learn at school, such disinformation will be 
repeated by journalists as well as parents, thus reinforcing the idea that the disinformation item is 
really a "well-known fact", even though no one repeating the myth is able to point to an authoritative 
source. The disinformation is then recycled in the media and in the educational system, without the 
need for direct governmental intervention on the media. Such permeating propaganda may be used for 
political goals: by giving citizens a false impression of the quality or policies of their country, they may 
be incited to reject certain proposals or certain remarks or ignore the experience of others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
PRACTICAL TIPS TO COUNTER PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE A.K.A. 
TERRORISM. 
 
 
Terrorism is a performance that has three audiences. First are the people who are looking 
at the performance i.e. normal civilians, second are the potential recruits who are 
attracted towards the power that the existing terrorists have achieved by making civilians 
seem powerless. Third is the cause that may or may not be real. 
 
See terrorism as a movie, terrorists are the actors, media is the cinema in which movie (an 
act of terrorism) is playing. The movie is supposedly portraying a cause which may or 
may not be real, in other words movie (act) is done not to depict a cause, but for the sake 
of doing a movie, cause is merely an excuse that provides logical reasoning for it. 

 



 
 
 
Terrorism starts because of either of two reasons, either a foreign govt or organization 
stirs up a few local people funds them, trains them and forces some sort of action by 
them, or some emotional incident which provokes certain individuals to decode that only 
way to make this govt listen is to do a “performance” which results in excessive authority 
crackdown on them. Which starts the circle, impressed by the performance or alienated 
by excesses of authorities, they soon join the ranks the new terrorist organization, thereby 
completing the circle of ideology.  
 
To crack this code one must make sure, motivators are bough to book, for they are the 
one who actually facilitate entry in the organization as well as transform that ideology 
into action. And by far legally hardest one to prohibit since motivators never directly 
indulge themselves in activities. Any attempt by authorities to crackdown on them is 
portrayed as an attack on religious freedom. Counter to this can be banning certain 
ideologies and clearly warning be issued that promoting that particular ideology is 
punishable by some sort of lifetime isolation from general public (never prison term or 
execution as it makes them a martyr) don’t deport him to another country as motivators 
are hard to come by even for a terrorist organization, and the motivator is just like an 
arsonist, it doesn’t matter where he starts fire, sooner or later it’s gonna come home. 
Second counter to this is the restriction on supply, as I have already said in seal plan, just 
by checking the cars etc while entering; you make sure transport of supplies is extremely 
difficult.  
 
 
 
First I shall try to explain counter strategy in context of the words of the terrorists 
themselves. 
 
1.  The defendant assuredly did not believe that what he was doing was wrong, for from boyhood 

on Rezaq had been socialized to be a heroic revolutionary fighting for the Palestinian nation. 
 
Counter: Make him realise his mistake; let him appreciate the value of life. There are many ways to do  

this, for example, make him work in a hospital for civilians, or make him caretaker for an old age  
home, then he will start to appreciate the value of human life. It becomes hugely difficult for 
anyone to see someone dying in front of your own eyes. 

 
2.  In Rezaq’s words, “The revolution was the only hope.” 
 
Counter: make revolution a bit less attractive than other forms of resistance. While right now people and  

media have portrayed armed revolution as something that “achieves” political objectives, you 
should use media in portraying revolution as a rebellion by a few people who wanted to achieve 
power through violent means and they killed countless people in order to achieve that objective 
and ultimately people were the losers. 
 

3.  Palestinian teachers would propagandize the students, focusing their resentment for the difficult 
living circumstances on Israel and instilling Palestinian nationalism and feelings of hatred against 
Israel an enemy in which he was being trained to be a soldier.(Not teaching them on how to 



improve themselves, but essentially teaching them to blame their failure on an external cause i.e. 
Israel.) 

 
Counter: Give them something to abuse, someone to release their anger against. Consider that  

person/organization or country as a punching bad that allows losers in your society to blame them 
for their failures in life. 

    
4.  His teacher told young Rezaq that “the only way to become a man was to join the revolution 

and take back the land stolen from your parents and grandparents.” Unfortunately this is the 
usual reframing of the mind. You challenge them into doing something that you want and claim 
that they have to do it to prove that they are a man worthy of respect. 

 
Counter: Reframe the society through media, essentially portraying and promoting the idea that to prove  

yourself as a “ man” worthy of respect you should achieve a high place in society by becoming so  
good in whatever you do, that it becomes impossible for society to ignore you. 

 
 
5.  “>>>>wanted to work, wanted to fight<<<<. There was only one way to regain Palestine and 

that was to fight Israel in order to regain all of Palestine, from the sea to the river.” 
 
 he was bored and had nothing to do, that he had joined Fatah to fight and was not fighting. 

 
>>>He felt this was the right way, the path for him to follow. He felt a sense of excitement in 
the danger<<<. 
 

 
Counter: as I have learned from reading words of a lot of terrorists, many terrorists joined because they  

were either out or job or bored or  just plain fed up with their life. DO you remember the words of 
car sales man in true lies, the one who tricks wife of Arnold, when he was explaining it to Arnold, 
he said,” all they need is a little action in their  life, some action that declares to the world that ok, 
I did that, I was here, I was responsible for this I EXIST. For that I recommend that you give them 
a life, an action life. Something like compulsory military service, don’t make it for years; instead 
make it for a few months with a recall service every year for a few weeks or months. You will 
have a ready to use force in case of an emergency, a trained force available all the time without 
costing much, something similar to Territorial Army of Indian army, paid for by the organizations 
which employ them. One of the many advantages of this is the introduction of civilian discipline 
in the country, discipline which is so essential in making or breaking of everything. 

 
6.  “It was explained to me that in Israel, both men and women served in the army, so they both 

were the enemy and they both “deserve” to die.” 
They were the enemy and enemies should be killed. 

 
Counter: Reframe (explained later) this, show them the human side of you, don’t let yourself be seen as an  

oppressor who is “oppressing” them, instead show them yourself to be as flawed as they are, for 
that people to people contact and movies/serials can be a huge advantage. While it in itself cannot 
prevent the terrorist attacks, it will at least allow few to not join the terrorist organization,  and 
remember that one terrorist who does not join a terrorist organization means a few less people 
dead. Choice is yours, for me any action or word that even makes my people feel safe must be 
used. 

 
7. He had been socialized to blame all of his and his people’s difficulties on the enemy 
 
Counter: Reframe (explained later) reframe this assumption, make them realise that the their failure in life  

is due to their own lack of education and foresight, there is no point blaming others for your 
failures in life, you are responsible for any and all your actions, make them believe that Allah has 



given them difficulty not because he is weak, but because he wants to test the character of his 
followers that whom do they blame for their failures, others which is the easy thing to do or 
themselves that they are not improving themselves to a level that society cannot ignore them. 

 
 
8. “I live to fight, and only feel alive when I am fighting.” 
 
Counter: Again like I said, give them some action in life, both imaginary and real, make them believe that  

they are worth something. 
 
9. I was abused in all the meaning of abuse. I was deprived of my home, my family, children like 

me living in a miserable situation, no work for our fathers, our mothers did not work. We were 
just lost.” 

 
Counter: Regardless of what you do never oppress the people; make sure, even if it is the enemy   

Population that they have food to eat, education for their children and a house for their family, and 
something that feels like a job. One of the basic reasons being that one can surrender an army or 
enemy force but if population of a country gets against you, there is no other outcome but defeat, 
world is full of these examples, from Vietnam to Iraq to Sri Lanka to Afghanistan (all three 
superpowers have enjoyed their superior hospitality, British, soviet union and America, British 
and soviet union conceded defeat, American defeat is yet to come.)  In my opinion Israel is also on 
the same path. 

 
10.        In the beginning, all women had to prove that we could be equal to men in armed struggle. I no  

longer think it’s necessary to prove ourselves as women by imitating men. . . . I have learned that a 
woman can be a fighter, a freedom fighter, a political activist, and that she can fall in love, and be 
loved, she can be married, have children, and be a mother. . . . The question of women is part of 
our struggle but not the only part. Revolution must mean life also; every aspect of life.” 
 
Basically the social structure in terrorist organizations has become as if whoever can create the 
biggest “performance” is more committed to the “cause’ and therefore deserves more respect. In 
effect ladder of social standing in an organization or a cause goes through the blood of people. 
 
 

Counter: make various social organizations that promote various creative activities, for example, some  
Animal rights organizations like PETA or environment organizations like green peace or some 
organization which promotes education for all, whatever it is, it should have a sense of collective 
identity, like people of MENSA call themselves super intelligent in the world it could be anything 
use your creative imagination. Just make sure whatever the organization, it MUST not promote 
some sort of superiority based on some quality that did not earn instead it should be based on basis 
of something like how much they contributed in action to a particular cause.  The organization 
must have a patron in chief who must be an extremely visible Role mode type person, NOT a file 
star or something coz they tend to do stupid things at times, it can be some sort of a very visible 
person who DID something positive in life and whose name is synonymous with that action. 
Every society has some people like that.  
 
Make a mockery of the terrorists, that they are just losers in life worth not of respect but fun. Most 
of the people don’t know but there was a white supremacist organization in America itself. It was 
the famous Ku Klux Klan. Most of the people know them as an organization with white hooded 
people, now read this. Stetson kennedy was the single biggest reason for PREVENTING revival 
of Ku Klux Klan in 1940’s. when he joined the organization, he found it to be a bunch of losers 
who needed a place to vent their frustration. Members of their organization engage in a type of 
religious chanting and oath taking in a very secretive manner thereby making it very appealing. On 
top of it it was also a huge money making machine in which people were paying essentially a LOT 
of money for nothing and all that money was going out for the leader of the organization called “ 
Grand Master” it had a lot of activities on their hand like anti-unionists, after he joined the 



organization he tried to hurt it in anyway but no matter what he did he always found the 
organization to be extremely resilient and flexible connections and there was no practical action 
against the organization. He feared the revival of the KuKluxKlan 

 
Kennedy was supremely frustrated, and out of this frustration was born a stroke of brilliance. He 
had noticed one day a group of young boys playing some kind of spy game in which they 
exchanged silly secret passwords. It reminded him of the Klan. Wouldn’t it be nice, he thought, to 
get the Klan’s passwords and the rest of its secrets into the hands of kids all across the country? 
What better way to defang a secret  society than to infantilize—and make public—its most 
secret information? Kennedy thought of the ideal outlet for this mission: the Adventures of 
Superman radio show, broadcast each night at dinnertime to millions of listeners nationwide. He 
contacted the show’s producers and asked if they would like to write some episodes about the Ku 
Klux Klan. The producers were enthusiastic. Kennedy began feeding his best Klan information to 
the Superman producers. He told them about Mr. Ayak and Mr. Akai, and he passed along 
overheated passages from the Klan’s bible, which was called the Kloran. He explained the role of 
Klan of.cers in any local Klavern: the Klaliff (vice president), Klokard (lecturer), Kludd 
(chaplain), Kligrapp (secretary), Klabee (treasurer), Kladd (conductor), Klarogo (inner guard), 
Klexter (outer guard), the Klokann (a .ve-man investigative committee), and the Klavaliers (the 
strong-arm group to which Kennedy himself belonged, and whose captain was called Chief Ass 
Tearer). He spelled out the Klan hierarchy as it proceeded from the local to the national level: an 
Exalted Cyclops and his twelve Terrors; a Great Titan and his twelve Furies; a Grand Dragon and 
his nine Hydras; and the Imperial Wizard and his fifteen Genii. And Kennedy told the producers 
the current passwords, agenda, and gossip emanating from his own Klan chapter, Nathan Bedford 
Forrest Klavern No. 1, Atlanta, Realm of Georgia. The radio producers began to write four weeks’ 
worth of programs in which Superman would wipe out the Ku Klux Klan. Kennedy couldn’t wait 
for the first Klan meeting after the show hit the air. Sure enough, the Klavern was in distress. The 
Grand Dragon tried to run a normal meeting but the rank shouted him down. “When I came home 
from work the other night,” one of them complained, “there was my kid and a bunch of others, 
some with towels tied around their necks like capes and some with pillowcases over their heads. 
The ones with capes was chasing the ones with pillows all over the lot. When I asked them what 
they were doing, they said they were playing a new kind of cops and robbers called Superman 
against the Klan. Gang busting, they called it! They knew all our secret passwords and everything. 
I never felt so ridiculous in all my life! Suppose my own kid find my Klan robe some day?” The 
Grand Dragon promised to expose the Judas in their midst. “The damage has already been done,” 
said one Klansman. “Our sacred ritual being profaned by a bunch of kids on the radio!” said the 
Kladd. “They didn’t put it all on the air,” the Grand Dragon offered. “What they didn’t broadcast 
wasn’t worth broadcasting,” said the Kladd. The Dragon suggested they change their password 
immediately, from “red-blooded” to “death to traitors.” After that night’s meeting, Kennedy 
phoned in the new password to the Superman producers, who promised to write it into the next 
show. At the following week’s Klan meeting, the room was nearly empty; applications for new 
membership had fallen to zero. Of all the ideas that Kennedy had thought up—and would think up 
in the future—to fight bigotry, his Superman campaign was easily the cleverest and probably the 
most productive. It had the precise effect he hoped: turning the Klan’s secrecy against itself, 
converting precious knowledge into ammunition for mockery. Instead of roping in millions of 
members as it had just a generation earlier, the Klan lost momentum and began to founder. 
Although the Klan would never quite die, especially down South—David Duke, a smooth-talking 
Klan leader from Louisiana, mounted legitimate bids for the U.S. Senate and other offices—it was 
also never quite the same. In The Fiery Cross: The Ku Klux Klan in America, the historian Wyn 
Craig Wade calls Stetson Kennedy “the single most important factor in preventing a postwar 
revival of the Ku Klux Klan in the North.” This did not happen because Kennedy was courageous 
or resolute or unflappable, even though he was all of these. It happened because Kennedy 
understood the raw power of information. The Ku Klux Klan was a group whose power—much 
like that of politicians or real estate agents or stockbrokers—was derived in large part from the 
fact that it hoarded information. Once that information falls into the wrong hands (or, depending 
on your point of view, the right hands), much of the group’s advantage disappears. 

 



 
My tributes to the first super successful counter terrorism expert of the world: the one who did not kill one 
person, but killed an ideology itself. 
 
Anyone listening?  
 
 

11.  When the Jordanian ambassador threatened to withdraw their passports, she “told the ambassador 
in no uncertain terms that we would slash his throat if he withdrew the passports.” The 
ambassador assured them the passports would not be canceled: her violent threats were 
rewarded. 
 

Counter: NEVER give in to terrorist demands, giving in to terrorist demands means that you are rewarding  
Their behavior and doing even one thing that they want, puts a psychological impact on the mind 
of the terrorist that terrorism “achieves” something. That one act can no matter how small it is, can 
have an impact and price that no govt can pay. 

 
12.  For the secular Palestinian terrorists, enlistment was a natural step, a step that increased social 

status. Enlistment was for me the natural and done thing . . . in a way; it can be compared to a 
young Israeli from a nationalist Zionist family who wants to fulfill himself through army 
service. My motivation in joining Fatah was both ideological and personal. It was a question of 
self-fulfillment, of honor and a feeling of independence . . . the goal of every young Palestinian 
was to be a fighter. After recruitment, my social status was greatly enhanced. I got a lot of 
respect from my acquaintances, and from the young people in the village. 

 
Counter: the counter is already explained, and additional suggestions would be, to show the joiners of the  

these organizations as frugal people who fight over pennies, and the ones who don’t join these 
organizations are able to feed their family by working. Being able to provide for one’s family is a 
huge incentive in Asian societies and being able to successfully provide for one’s family is 
considered a sigh of “ manliness”. 

 
13. Soldiers in the revolution exhibited a stark absence of critical thinking, with no questions 

concerning instructions and carrying out actions: “There was no room for questioning. The 
commander got his orders from his superiors. You couldn’t just take the initiative and carry out an 
armed attack without the commander’s approval.” 

 
Counter: Promote free thinking in people, by asking open ended questions, Promote talk shows which ask  

OPEN ended questions, forcing the mind to think no matter what, for the ones’ who don’t know 
what open ended question is, they are the ones who can’t be answered in a word, they typically are 
the “why” types. 
 
 

14. I regarded armed actions to be essential, it is the very basis of my organization and I am sure that 
was the case in the other Palestinian organizations. An armed action proclaims that I am here, I 
exist, I am strong, I am in control, I am in the field, I am on the map. 
An armed action against soldiers was the most admired. . . . The armed actions and their results 
were a major tool for penetrating the public consciousness. The various armed actions (stabbing, 
collaborators, martyrdom operations, and attacks on Israeli soldiers) all had different ratings. An 
armed action that caused casualties was rated highly and seen to be of great importance. An 
armed action without casualties was not rated. No distinction was made between armed actions on 
soldiers or on civilians; the main thing was the amount of blood. The aim was to cause as much 
carnage as possible. 
 
 

Counter: Already explained this one can be countered by multiple actions like making social organizations  
and something similar. 



 
 

15. As for non-conventional weapons and weapons of mass destruction, we never gave it any thought 
during the armed struggle, but morally I don’t see any problem with using such weapons, and had 
I been able to get them, I would have used them gladly precisely because the casualties would 
have been that many times greater. I would not have had any problem with 200,000 casualties. 

 
He would not hesitate in killing so many people, partly due to the fact that the terrorist 
training make them dehumanize, i.e. no longer humans. In the mind of the terrorist, a 
perceived enemy is a bug that doesn’t matter if one dies or a million die. 

 
 
Counter: Encourage terrorists and potential terrorists to take part in funerals of the deal victims of   

Terrorists, make them realise the death is no good. While it is not a very effective strategy in itself, 
it does allow you to have a few people who actually PROMOTE non violence, and who knows 
maybe one of them turn out to be Gandhi. A few people who don’t indulge in terrorism are good 
outcome directly or indirectly in itself. 
 
I always say one must increase people to people contact. It is very difficult to kill someone you 
personally know. And answer to this dehumanizing trick is the Humanizing. I.e. they have 
reframed their mind into thinking that you are no good and you are this and that. Well make them 
deal with you as an individual that is the most effective counter to Dehumanizing. Identify 
yourself with a name and know them with a name. There are a few other tricks to that too that 
involve media. Whenever I see a few people living together, embracing outside influences, yet 
keeping some core values to themselves, I remember the famous super hit series called friends, 
why can’t a series like this be made which shows how the people should embrace outside 
influences in light of some core values. Secondly it also should be able to show how to RESIST 
undesirable outside influences. 
 
I feel so lucky to be in India in that regard, there is a huge tolerance in this society, to a level that 
borders indifference actually, rephrasing it in a way that, the people treat you as people first, and a 
Muslim or a communist or something else later.  
  
Teach your Islamic teachers in Turkey. The country has been extremely successful in preventing 
radical Islam from entering Turkish society and they have been promoting secular values in their 
people. I am truly amazed at the extent of their resolve. 
 
 

16. The execution of the leaders made them martyrs. 
 
Counter: while it is sometimes necessary to execute rebels make sure you do it discreetly and quickly for a  

Prolonged exposure to a particular even has a many fold psychological impact and even a 
seemingly uninterested public start to see it as martyrdom for a cause, everyone forgets the cause 
death reframed as martyrdom remains in memory. If it is an extrajudicial execution, then put 
uncovered bodies of their victims in front of them and then execute them, proclaiming, “Time to 
face the consequences of your murders has come” kill in as non brutal way as possible, make sure 
the place is unknown to anyone for if identified it may become a place for worship for his 
followers claiming it to be the place of martyrdom for their leader. Why leave future problems for 
your children. 

 
17. The papers carried the news, and you could see the change of heart in the people. Each day, the 

British shot two or three, dragging it out over a few weeks. When they shot McDermott [Mac 
Diarmada], who was basically a cripple, and then put James Connolly into a chair to shoot him 
because his leg was gangrenous and he couldn’t stand, well, that was it for me. I was utterly 
appalled and just had to do something.” 

 



 
Counter: Always control the media. More people know more people’s imagination get their feed. Make  

Sure YOUR media always portrays all the actions as something that is not as bad as it is, prevent 
sensationalist media (especially new 24x7 news channels) from having any clear new information, 
provide it to your media only so that your channel is the one who is reporting the factual news.. 
24x7 news channel is a monster which needs a breaking news every few minutes in order to live, 
so how to do it’s masters give the monster what it needs, they create breaking news out of nothing, 
They seem to be creating news now they create stuff which is not worth reporting in a local gossip 
column. Break their credibility by providing slightly mismatched news again and again. In a press 
note make sure your channel is getting the correct news with the correct figures, while provide 
other news channels with mismatched figures ON the HIGHER side, this might seem like an 
innocent mistake a few times but after a while people seem to be able to pick up in this and in their 
mind whatever they are saying (other news channels) is sensationalism and not true while your 
channel is providing correct information. This increases CREDIBILITY of your channel in the 
eyes of the people. And credibility is EVERYTHING.  

 
 
18. Declaring 1974 the “Year of Victory,” the IRA began a bombing campaign in Britain itself, 

hoping it would push the British to withdraw or to overreact and thereby intensify support for 
the Irish cause. 

 
 
Counter: Counter to this is actually extremely difficult as in initial years of a movement there is usually a  

Huge support for a terrorist organization and pressure from the affected group is on the authorities 
to Act not realizing how important it is to make sure a terrorist organization does not turn into an 
ideology and no value group identifies with that terrorist organization. When you say a Muslim 
terrorist organization you usually mean an organization that primarily has members from the 
Islamic community and who is fighting for a cause that may or may not be real, what they hear is a 
organization that is fighting for the rights of Muslims as a whole, NEVER portray an organization 
in relation with a particular value group, by doing that you invariable promote increased 
identification of that organization with that value group, thereby increased co-operation and 
recruitment. 

 
19. Franco regime prohibited the public use of the Basque vernacular language, forbade the 

christening of children with Euskera names, banned political parties throughout Spain, and 
infringed on the rights of freedom of association, assembly and expression. This forcible attempt 
to totally eliminate Basque culture and identity had the opposite effect, galvanizing a heightened 
sense of Basque identity. This sentiment is apparent in the statement by Dodeca Salegi, the father 
of an ETA prisoner, who recalls Franco’s repression of the Basque people: “Franco made us 
nationalists by his persecution.” 

 
Counter: Always stay away from messing in any culture whether promoting or repressing it.  

While it might seem to be easier thing to do or politically desirable at times, in the long run it 
always creates a mess that is extremely hard to clear. Whoever is promoted or repressed invariable 
realizes it and it always results in increased friction between the groups. ESPECIALLY teach your 
media and politicians to act responsibly and control them according to a fixed set of rules. 

 
20. They just suggested it to me. There was this guy I was going out with. He joined and I did, too. I 

went to the other side, well, because he went over. And I was out of work just then, and anyway, 
I wasn’t feeling too good about myself in a lot of ways and I sort of said to myself: right now I 
haven’t got too much going for me here so I might as well see what happens there, do your see? 
So I went to live with him. 

 
Counter: Start a Misinformation campaign against the organization. Sensationalize the seemingly small  



details and create them into huge issues that should be fixed. Project even normal procedures as 
childish, a million pages of propaganda material cannot do what a carefully done gesture of a news 
reader could do! As in media they say, first create something, then destroy it, people love to see 
both. (☺) improvise. Or if you can’t think of any, mail me, I’ll give you a few pointers. 

 
 
21. Women have always come into ETA under a disadvantage, with this slight handicap. They’ve 

always got to prove something. They themselves were the first ones to tell me so. Take . . . the 
one they call The Tigress. She used to say that a woman in ETA has to show twice as many balls 
as a man just to be accepted as a militant. And I’d say to her, don’t worry, you just do your job 
and you’ll be recognized for it. And in the case of [another female member], you heard the same 
thing from her, that they have got to show everyone they were twice as good as the next guy. 

 
Counter: Start rumors of sexual exploitation against the leaders of the organization, then step aside, the 

more they try to say it’s nothing, the more it would seem that there is something that is being 
hidden, and if they try to be silent, public will make an impression that whatever is being said is 
true. Learn it from the politicians. 

 
 
22. Young people . . . I mean those who went to school with me or who looked like they’d be going 

on to university . . . I guess they would have had their political ideas, just like anybody else. But 
in any rate, they pretty much kept them to themselves, they didn’t go out of their way to get 
involved in things. Then you had the ones like me who had been working since they were 16. 
And then there were those who didn’t want to finish their studies, only they didn’t want to go 
out and get a job, either. So then, it was like this automatic thing. If you didn’t get involved in 
something political, you turned into a druggie. It was as simple as that. 

 
Counter: Give them something to believe in, some sort of work which can fill their mind with some sort of 

hope. Compulsory military service for all for a few months or weeks should do the trick. 
 
23. Thus the cause is not the cause; i.e. it doesn't’ matter what the cause is, they fight for the sake of 

fighting. It is the logic that cause provides. Once in the group, it is belonging to a group larger 
than oneself, dedicating oneself to that cause that becomes the reason itself. This persistence 
despite many of the goals having been fulfilled is a pattern that has been seen in other terrorist 
groups. It suggests that being a fighter for the idealized absolute cause—in this case independence, 
total separatism— has become more important than accomplishing the goal of autonomy. It is not 
easy to return to a mundane job when one has been in the adrenaline-charged heroic environment 
of the group fighting for a noble cause. 

 
Counter: Separate cause from the organization. In political arenas, it is done when someone is championing 

a cause, and he needs to be sidelined, then the new politician makes louder noise and hogs the 
limelight in order to make the impression that the old guy was holding them back. If the old 
politician retaliates then he loses, if he does not he loses, only counter to this particular strategy is 
to show visible achievements with actions that deliver, since arguments can be countered but 
actions can only be countered through action and people are notorious for NOT being able to 
match action. 

 
24. For example, a January 2005 letter from the leader of ETA’s military front, Garikoitz Azpiazu 

Rubina, alias Txeroki, criticized two ETA militants for failing to carry out terrorist attacks that 
would be of “great importance. Especially when the enemy is repeatedly rejoicing in the 
organization’s weakness and when our people’s confidence is in crisis.” In the next letter, Txeroki 
called for violent action: “I understand what you [plural] are saying to me and that because of it 
you haven’t carried out any ekintzas [Basque for “actions”], but even though the atmosphere is 
“tense” THERE IS NOTHING and we have to put bodies on the table as soon as possible. You’ll 
have to bump off a uniformed enemy (it doesn’t matter what uniform or where).” Again, it is 
violence that gives the group authenticity and wins it headlines. 



 
Counter: Sadly this is one of those letters which define a terrorist organization, there are no big counters to  

this strategy except for heightened vigilance, a PROACTIVE counter program, and heightened 
psychological warfare techniques that portray a terrorist organization as not weak but just a bunch 
of losers.  

 
 
25. “Everyone should take note of the way I live, what I do and I don’t do. The way I eat, the way I 

think, my orders and even my inactivity should be carefully studied. There will be lessons to be 
learned for several generations because Apo is a great teacher.” 

 
Counter: this type of organization is perhaps easiest to defeat, since all the power of the organization is  

derived not from a cause but from a single person, kill the person’s ideology and you have won a 
war. There are a few steps in killing the person (ideology) first portray him as a womanizer, who 
rapes and pervertly mames  his “victims” ( incidentally a womanizer and a crazy person are the 
two worst followed leaders in the world.) then start a tirade of charges in media by women putting 
unbearable pressure on the person to react. Then step aside and watch the show. 

 
26. A former member of the PKK stated, “Many people stay in the organization because they have 

no alternative, they have nothing else to believe in.” 
 
Counter: for this particular reason of staying in a terrorist organization, I would again strongly suggest that 

you start various pro-development organizations. Give them something to believe in. 
 
27. “The terrorists will use a vehicle bomb which will be driven into a camp at high speed by a 

suicidal terrorist and set off in the middle of the camp. TO DESTROY THE ENTIRE ARMY, 
NAVY AND AIR FORCE IN THE OPERATINAL AREAS, THEY ONLY NEED 40 SUCH 
VOLUNTEERS. At the rate the Armed Forces are antagonizing the Tamil Public by their 
frequent atrocities; we are probably creating persons who will be willing to undertake such tasks. 

 
Counter: I have always maintained, no matter what the cause armies must stay out of civilian contact, since 

civilian contact invariably resists in problems for everyone. Civilians and army personnel alike. 
And never commit any type of atrocities on general public, if the acts are to be committed, make 
sure it is done by someone in a non authority uniform. NEVER an army uniform, since image of 
an army is everything probably more precious than a huge cache of arms or a nuclear bomb. 

 
28. a goal of some of his most extreme and bloody attacks is to promote overreaction against the 

Tamil population by military and civilians, which in turn will lead to increased recruitment of 
youth seeking revenge. A dramatic example occurred in 1985, when LTTE terrorists disguised as 
soldiers attacked first a bus station and then Buddhist pilgrims at a sacred shrine in Anaradapura. 
This in turn led to the goal of the operation, precipitating mob violence against Tamil civilians by 
enraged mobs of Sinhalese civilians. 

 
 Counter: Make your executive and judiciary to be extremely responsible in preventing such attacks, and 

visible punishment must be awarded to perpetrators of such crimes, it MUST NOT be the general 
feeling in the targeted population that the authorities are sympathetic to the perpetrators of crimes, 
while it might be in a heat of the moment to seek revenge, rest assured this moment is revenge is 
something that everyone regrets for a LONG time to come. 

 
29. “By actions which compel general attention, the new idea seeps into people’s minds and  

Wins converts. One such act may, in a few days, make more propaganda than thousands of 
pamphlets.” 

 
Counter: Take the heat out of the action, make it seem in media that the “performance” was done by a 

bunch of kids who got hold of some explosives or something and tried to use it, thereby killing 
themselves and a few other people. Or if the performance is big enough that it cannot be ignored 



then portray it as If terrorists killed children and pregnant women only, also control your media to 
portray it as something that was not as great as it actually is, and STOP sensationalizing. 

 
30. Their moral being consists in being revolutionaries, in acting for that single aim, 

Sacrificing all else to it: their personal life, their individual tastes and preferences their own 
gentleness, their sympathy for the individual man and woman, their own maternity and their own 
children. . . . Leninism is a political asceticism in which there are no rights because everything is 
subordinated to an objective.” 

 
Counter: Counter to this strategy is a little ingenuity, to defeat this type of terrorism you have to wake up  

the failed ego of the person, show them a lighter side of life, show them themselves as working in 
a society and he is a fool because he follows that ideology, media is expert in doing this type of 
work, only make sure you DON’T say anything directly, because if you call someone an idiot, he 
is going to try to prove that he is not an idiot, but if you don’t’ say that he is an idiot but portray it 
through some actions, then he has no way of defending that, and his mind is always going to find 
some experience in life that reinforces his mind of what you are saying. 

 
31. Bommi Baumann, who also soon would be a member of RAF, stated: “It made no difference to 

me at the time whether they’d set fire to a store or not, what mattered was just that people had 
broken out of the system for once and done a thing like that, even if the way they did it meant 
they’d been caught. Arson is competitive, of course. THE ONE WHO HITS HARDEST POINTS 
THE WAY TO GO.” 

 
Counter: well the trick in this type of attacks which don’t result in someone’s death are easily countered by  

giving “ credit” of the performance to someone else, more than you can imagine people sometimes 
turn themselves in order to take the credit for the performance. 

 
32. “If you throw a stone, it’s a crime. If a thousand stones are thrown, that’s political. If you 

set fire to a car it’s a crime; if a hundred cars are set on fire that’s political.” 
 
Counter: this is a particularly nasty type of argument since it is actually true, you can counter this by  

putting the blame of the bigger action on some unknown person and making sure you charge the 
person for a lesser charge , some criminal act and make sure he goes in for a long time. . Since 
your goal is not to make a political martyr out of him. A short term trade off for preventing a 
bigger problem later on. 

 
33. General Antonio Vidal, head of the National Directorate against Terrorism (DINCOTE), 

supposedly said to Guzman: “In life, one had to know how to win and lose. As a man of the 
dialectic, you should know that you have lost.” Guzman, while pointing a finger to his head, 
replied: “You can take anything away from a man, except what he had here. And even if he is  
killed, his followers will remain.” 
 

Counter: counter to this is always the same, make him cry and ask for forgiveness on TV, idea are  
Portrayed through the face of the performer, if performer is crying, idea is seen as weak, not 
worthy of being followed. 

 
34. the meek are the righteous and the strong are evil. 
 
Counter: Reframe this as the strong are winners and meek are losers of life. 
 
BASICALLY MEANING FOR A MUSLIM, THERE IS NO 
COUNTRY, THERE ARE JUST TWO VALUE GROUPS, MUSLIM 
AND NON-MUSLIM. 
 
 



35. Imam Hassan al-Banna, founder and Supreme Guide of the Muslim Brotherhood. went on to state: 
“It is the nature of Islam to dominate, not to be dominated, to impose its law on all nations and to 
extend its power to the entire planet.” 

 
Counter: portray history in correct reference that whoever tried to dominate over others always got wiped 

out of the world, give historical examples like Romans, Assyrians and lots more. 
 
36. First the volunteer or recruit is identified, usually by friends or relatives in the organization, and he 

commits himself to becoming a shaheed. Then he is publicly identified as a “living martyr,” a 
member of “the walking dead.” This brings great prestige both to the prospective martyr and to 
his or her family. Finally, just before the mission, he is videotaped reading his last will and 
testament, in which he explains his motivations and his goals. This cements his commitment, and 
makes it nearly impossible for him to back out, for it would bring unbearable shame and 
Humiliation. These videos then are disseminated on Hamas websites, where they glorify the 
martyrs and contribute to further recruitment. 

 
Counter: It is extremely difficult to counter this strategy for once someone is chosen to be a martyr it   

brings unbearable shame on the family one counter of this strategy could be repeat telecast of 
sufferings of family and unfulfilled promises of payment. One additional way to break an 
organization is to load a lot of liabilities on the organization. For example on a  heated debate on 
TV regarding sufferings of families of terrorists and suicide bombers, one can basically force a yes 
on payment of monthly salary to them which puts unbearable pressure on the organizational 
expenses. A monthly wage boll is the biggest problem that they might have to face. If they don’t 
pay they lose everything, they lose credibility which is everything in these terrorist 
organizations.  
 

36. The power of a charismatic leader derives from his capacity to focus hatred against a single 
enemy, 

 
Counter: there is an old saying that says that if you don’t’ want a war either you don’t be there or be  

Tolerant. Try to think over what I said. 
 
37. “Among the things which the feelings of the Muslim populace who love and support you will never 

find palatable—also—are the scenes of slaughtering the hostages. . . . And your response, while 
true, might be: Why shouldn’t we sow terror in the hearts of the Crusaders and their helpers. . . . 
However, despite all of this, I say to you: that we are in a battle and that more than half of this 
battle is taking place in the battlefield of the media. And that we are in a media battle in a race 
for the hearts and minds of our Umma.” 

 
Counter: This is a particularly effective counter-strategy. Here is the process to do it. Create a new terrorist  

who is so ruthless in his attacks that his popularity rivals that of laden. Then start to show videos 
on TV of various beheadings, after about a 20-25 of those beheadings show the full videos, 30 
minutes before the beheading, and 30 minutes after the beheadings, make sure it is nonstop. In the 
part before beheading, show them to be normal people, joking and stuff, after beheading show 
them to be mentally sick people who “ eat” the brains out of the person who is dead, make sure the 
Mullah who gave religious go-ahead of the beheading is also there while the person is being eaten. 
You have no idea how effective this can be, I mean just imagine, which religion or person would 
want to follow a sick person who eats a person’s mind out. Notice I said CREATE the person, I 
never said kill the person, you can show a lot of things with help of Hollywood, just improvise. 
Process is: Hijack the cause, Make the person almost equivalent to god, Put holes in his 
personality, watch as he takes a freefall and takes the cause with him. 

 
38. In interviews with incarcerated Palestinian terrorists, almost all indicated they first heard of the 

manner in which their parents’ property had been taken in the mosque, and were set early on the 
path of terrorism and martyrdom. The signs on the walls of the Hamas-run kindergartens read: 
“The children of the kindergarten are the shaheeds of tomorrow.” This theme is incorporated into 



all levels of school. At an Islamic school in Gaza City run by Hamas, an 11-year-old student 
states: “I will make my body a bomb that will blast the flesh of Zionists, the sons of pigs and 
monkeys. . . . I will tear their bodies into little pieces and cause them more pain than they will ever 
know.” 

 
Counter: this strategy has a counter which is politically sensitive, like I said try your level best to make sure  

the population is not against you, even if you are at war, never let civilians suffer, for if civilians 
of a nation get against you, you will only get defeated, there is no other outcome for that. Open up 
schools, homes, etc, remember one person studying in your school means one person NOT 
studying in a radical madarssa. Choice is yours. 

 
39. “We believe that there are literal children of Satan in the world today. These children are the 

descendants of Cain, who was a result of Eve’s original sin, her physical seduction by Satan. . . . 
There is a battle and a natural enemy between the children of Satan and the children of the Most 
High God. . . . We believe that there is a battle being fought this day between the children of 
darkness (today known as Jews) and the children of light (God), the Aryan race, the true Israel 
of the Bible.” 

 
Counter:  this strategy can be simply countered by a simple reframed statement, that “everything is created  

by god, even the devil himself, and he was created to show to the people how not to live and what 
happens to the people who do not live doing good deeds, who poison their hearts with hatred for 
other creatures of god” this is the most effective strategy in my opinion. 

 
40. This struggle will never end. As Israeli Prime Minister Rabin dolefully remarked during the fitful 

peace process negotiations with the Palestinian Authority, what a strange peace process this was 
where one act of an idealistic teenager could stop it. The concept of winning a war conveys the 
end of conflict, with a winner and a defeated enemy, and a surrender ceremony on the deck of a 
battleship. But terrorism can never be totally eliminated. There will always be an idealistic 
teenager ready to give his or her life for the cause. The goal rather must be reducing the 
extent of terrorism so that it interferes as little as possible with our open western way of life. 

 
Counter:  Make sure you teach your politicians and officials NOT to make inflammatory statements, more 

they speak, more they inflame the passions of the civilian populations, and more retaliatory steps 
to be taken by the population. It’s a never ending cycle. Never let a terrorist become a politician, 
who is flaming passions. 

 
41. For every terrorist killed or captured, there are 10 more in line waiting to take his or her place, 

however successful we may be in killing or capturing terrorists, we will not stem the tide. 
 
Counter: the key is not to kill the terrorist because by doing that you make a “martyr “out of him. make him 

suffer, indirectly showing the people that they are suffering due to their actions, and project their 
image as a criminal, not as a politician. Make sure he dies as a loser, not as a hero, no one is 
willing to take place of a loser, there are a lot who are willing to take place of a hero. 

 
 
 
REFRAMING  
 
Imagine this:  
 
A guy comes home after a hard days work and his wife starts nagging she says: you don’t 
care for me, you come late from office, why the hell did you married me for? And 
husband replies: I work late so that I can pay for you stupid kitty parties. Life is hell ever 
since I married you.  



 
Now change a few words, 
 
A guy comes home after a hard days work and his wife starts nagging she says: you don’t 
care for me, you come late from office, why the hell did you married me for? And 
husband replies: I work late so that I can free my mind from all the hell that I go through 
in office, so that I can spend some quality time with my beautiful and charming wife. 
 
Same words, different meaning. 
 
Teach your politicians, army generals and media men so that they can speak in a way that 
puts an impression in the people’s mind that the terrorist are real life losers who want to 
show their importance by murdering people. It is a slow and tedious process no doubt 
about that, but the results thus achieved are long lasting and it is effective in not only 
controlling the terrorist organization in question, but also lowering the value of terrorism 
as a whole, which is good for the people and the govt and the world as a whole. World 
has too many problems less problems only mean less problems to solve. 
 
 
Reframing can be done on practically everything,  
 
 
 
 
Let me try to do some reframing in context of current Islamic fundamentalist terrorism 
 
 
Where Does the word "Allah" Come From?  
 
"Allah" comes from the Arabic word "elah" - (Arabic) means 'a god' or something that is 
worshipped. This word (elah) can be made plural, as in "aleha" and it can be male or 
female. "Allah" comes from "elaha" but it brings more clarification and understanding.  
 
Allah = Has no gender (not male and not female) 
* "He" is used only out of respect and dignity - not for gender 
Allah = Always singular - Never plural  
* "We" is used only as the "Royal WE" just as in English for royalty 
Allah =Means "The Only One to be Worshipped 
Is "Allah" only for Islam and Muslims? 
"Allah" is the same word used by Christian and Jewish Arabs in the Bible, before Islam 
came.  
On page one [1] of Genesis in the Old Testament, we find the word "Allah" seventeen 
[17] times 

1. "If God created everything - then who created God?"



Answer: 

According to the Quran, Allah tells us that He is the only creator and sustainer of all that 
exists and that nothing and no one exists alongside Him, nor does He have any partners. 
He tells us that He is not created, nor is He like His creation in anyway. He calls Himself 
by a number of names and three of them are: 

• A) The First - (Al-Awal)  

B) The Last - (Al Akhir)  

• C) The Eternal, who is sought after by His creation, while He has no need 
from them at all.   

He always has existed and He never was created, as He is not like His creation, nor 
similar to it, in any way. 

2. "How can you believe in God, when you can't see, hear, touch, smell, taste or even 
imagine what He is?"

Answer: 

We know from the teachings of Muhammad, peace be upon him, that no one has ever 
actually seen God - at least not in this lifetime. Nor are we able to use our senses to make 
some kind of contact with Him. However, we are encouraged in Islam to use our senses 
and our common sense to recognize that all of this universe could not possibly come into 
existence on its own. Something had to design it all and then put it into motion. That is 
beyond our ability to do, yet it is something that we can understand. We don't have to see 
an artist to recognize a painting, correct? So, if we see paintings without seeing artists 
painting them, in the same way, we can believe that Allah created everything without 
having to see Him (or touch, or hear, etc.). 

3. "Can God do anything? - For example: "Can He make a rock so big that nothing can 
move it?" - If He did make a rock so big that nothing could move it, would that mean that 
He couldn't move it too? Or would it be impossible for Him to make something so big 
that He couldn't move it?"  

Answer:  
Allah tells us that "Allah is capable of doing anything that He Wills to do." He can make 
a rock (or anything for that matter) that is so large or heavy that nothing in the entire 
universe can move it. As regards Allah "moving" it, He is not in the universe and He does 
not resemble His creation. Therefore, Allah is never subject to the Laws of the Creation 
because He is both the Creator and the Law Giver. Whenever He wants anything done, 
He merely says "Qun! Faya Qun!" (Be! And so it will be!) 

4. "Where is God?" 



Answer:  
Some other religions teach that "God is everywhere." This is actually called "pantheism" 
and it is the opposite of our believe system in Islam. Allah tells us clearly that there is 
nothing, anywhere in the universe that resembles Him, nor is He ever in His creation. He 
tells us in the Quran that He created the universe in six "yawm" (periods of time) and 
then He "astawah 'ala al Arsh" (rose up, above His Throne). He is there (above His 
Throne) and will remain there until the End Times. 

5. "Why did God create everything?"

Answer: 
Allah says in His Quran that He did not create all of this for any foolish purpose. He tells 
us that He created us for the purpose of worshiping Him, Alone and without any partners. 

Basically what he meant was you should worship him, without thinking about anyone, 
fundamentalists have derived the meaning that, this verse means “you should kill anyone 
who is not a Muslim” 

 

6. "Is God pure, good, loving and fair? - If so, then where does evil, hatred and 
injustice come from?"

Answer:  
Allah tells us that He is Pure, Loving, and absolutely Just in every respect. He says that 
He is the Best of Judges. He also tells us that the life that we are in is a test. He has 
created all the things that exist and He has created all that happens as well. There is 
nothing in this existence except what He has created. He also says in the Quran that He 
created evil (although He is not evil). He is using this as one of the many tests for us. 

7. "Does God really have power of things? - If so, then why does He let people 
become sick, oppressed and die?"

Answer:  
Allah has created all that we call the universe as a test for us. This is not our final 
destination. What we might consider to be "bad" or "good" could actually be quite the 
opposite. As regards oppression, this is something that Allah forbids for Himself to do to 
anyone and He hates it when anyone oppresses someone else. He does have absolute 
power over everything. He allows sickness, disease, death and even oppression so that we 
can all be tested in what we do. 

8. "Can you prove there is a God?"

Answer:  
Can you prove that you exist? Yes, of course you can. You merely use your senses to 
determine that you can see, hear, feel, smell, taste and you have emotions as well. All of 



this is a part of your existence. But this is not how we perceive God in Islam. We can 
look to the things that He has created and the way that He cares for things and sustains 
us, to know that there is no doubt of His existence. 

Think about this the next time that you are looking up at the moon or the stars on a clear 
night; could you drop a drinking glass on the sidewalk and expect that it would hit the 
ground and on impact it would not shatter, but it would divide up into little small 
drinking glasses, with iced tea in them? Of course not. 

And then consider if a tornado came through a junkyard and tore through the old cars; 
would it leave behind a nice new Mercedes with the engine running and no parts left 
around? Naturally not. 

Can a fast food restaurant operate itself without any people there? That's crazy for anyone 
to even think about. 

After considering all of the above, how could we look to the universe above us through a 
telescope or observe the molecules in a microscope and then think that all of this came 
about as a result of a "big bang" or some "accident?" ( this is also a type of reframing, can 
you see the hidden meaning?) 

9. "Does God know everything that is going to happen? - Does He have absolute 
control on the outcome of everything? - If so, how is that fair for us? Where is our 
free will then?"

Answer:  
Allah knows everything that will happen. The first thing that He created was the "pen" 
and He ordered the pen to write. The pen wrote until it had written everything that would 
happen. And then Allah began to create the universe. All of this was already known to 
Him before He created it. He does have absolute and total control at all times. There is 
nothing that happens except that He is in control of if. 
There is a mistake in the question: "Free Will." Allah alone has Free Will, He Wills 
whatever He likes and it will always happen as He wills. We have something called, 
"Free choice." The difference is that what Allah "Wills" always happens and what we 
choose may or may not happen. We are not being judged on the outcome of things, we 
are being judged on our choices. This means that at the core of everything will always be 
our intentions. Whatever we intended, is what we will have the reward for. Each person 
will be judged according to what Allah gave them to work with, how they used it and 
what they intended to do with it. 

As regards the actual "Judgment Day" - Allah tells us that everything we are doing is 
being recorded and not a single tiny thing escapes from this record. Even an atom's 
weight of good will be seen on the Day of Judgment and even a single atom's weight of 
evil will be seen too. 



The one who will bring the evidences against us will be ourselves. Our ears, tongue, eyes 
and all of our bodies will begin to testify against us in front of Allah on the Day of 
Judgment. None will be oppressed on that Day, none will be falsely accused. 

He could have put everyone in their respective places from the very beginning, but the 
people would complain as to why they were thrown in Hell without being given a chance. 
This life is exactly that; a chance to prove to ourselves who we really are and what we 
would really do if we indeed had a free choice. 

Allah knows everything that will happen, but we don't. That is why the test is fair. 

10. "If there is only one God, then why are there so many religions?

Answer:  
Allah does not force anyone to submit to Him. He has laid out a clear path and then 
made it known to them the two ways (Heaven or Hell). The person is always free to 
make his or her own choice. There is not compulsion in the way of "Islam." Whoever 
chooses to worship Allah without partners and is devoted to Him and is obeying His 
commands as much as possible, has grasped the firm handhold that will never break. 
Whoever denies God and choses some other way to worship or not to believe at all, for 
them there is an eternal punishment that is most horrible (Hell). (fundamentalists have 
also reframed this verse, what the verse actually means is that you should pray and act 
according to the character (free choice) so that you may go to heaven, if you don’t do 
that, there is hell waiting for you, they have simply added another verse in another 
context altogether which has changed the meaning of the verse in, if you don’t pray to 
Allah, you will be punished, by their hands. That is, if you are not a Muslim, I have 
been commanded by my religion to give punishment to you.) 

All religions originated with Allah and then people began to add or take away from the 
teachings so as to take control over each other. Man made religions are an abomination 
before the Lord and will never be accepted. He will only accept true submission, 
obedience and in purity and peace to His commandments. 

11. "How do you know that the Quran is really from God?"

Answer: 

Muslims have something that offers the most clear proof of all - The Holy Quran. There 
is no other book like it anywhere on earth. It is absolutely perfect in the Arabic language. 
It has no mistakes in grammar, meanings or context. The scientific evidences are well 
known around the entire world, even amongst non-Muslim scholars. Predictions in the 
Quran have come true; and its teachings are clearly for all people, all places and all times. 
No one has been able to produce a book like it, nor ten chapters like it, nor even one 
chapter like it. It was memorized by thousands of people during the lifetime of 
Muhammad, peace be upon him, and then this memorization was passed down from 
teacher to student for generation after generation, from mouth to ear and from one nation 

http://www.islamtomorrow.com/quran.asp


to another. Today every single Muslim has memorized some part of the Quran in the 
original Arabic language that it was revealed in over 1,400 years ago, even though most 
of them are not Arabs. There are over nine million (9,000,000) Muslims living on the 
earth today who have totally memorized the entire Quran, word for word, and can recite 
the entire Quran, in Arabic just as Muhammad, peace be upon him, did 14 centuries ago. 

12. "Why does it say "WE" in Quran when referring to God (Allah)?"

Answer: 

This is a good question and one that Bible readers have also asked about. The term "We" 
in the Bible and in the Quran is the royal "We" - as an example when the king says, "We 
decree the following declaration, etc." or, "We are not amused." It does not indicate 
plural; rather it displays the highest position in the language. English, Persian, Hebrew, 
Arabic and many languages provide for the usage of "We" for the royal figure. It is 
helpful to note the same dignity is given to the person being spoken to in English. We say 
to someone, "You ARE my friend." Yet the person is only one person standing there. 
Why did we say "ARE" instead of "IS"? The noun "you" is singular and should therefore 
be associated with a singular verb for the state of being, yet we say, "are." The same is 
true for the speaker when referring to himself or herself. We say, "I am" and this is also 
in the royal plural, instead of saying, "I is." 

13. "Why does Quran say "He" when referring to God (Allah) if God is not having 
gender?" 

Answer: 

This is similar to the above answer. The word "He" is used when referring to Allah out of 
respect, dignity and high status. It would be totally inappropriate to use the word "it" and 
would not convey the proper understanding of Allah being who Allah is; Alive, 
Compassionate, Forgiving, Patient, Loving, etc. It is not correct to associate the word 
"He" with gender, as this would be comparing Allah to the creation, something totally 
against the teaching of Quran. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Procedural removal of terrorism. 
 
In case of  terrorism, this war is un-winnable, it has been going on since forever and it will goon forever, 
the trick is to make it as low as possible. The psychological warfare goes on for long periods of time and 
results are slow, as compared to military options that give results right now. However once you draw in 
military options, you make sure that you are always in combat and fighting an un-winnable war. It is 
important to recognize that global terrorism can never be totally eliminated.  If one accepts the premise that 
terrorism is a vicious species of psychological warfare, waged through the media, with violence as 
communication, one does not counter psychological warfare with smart bombs and missiles. One 
counters psychological warfare with psychological warfare. For the most part, we have not even entered the 
arena of strategic communications, let alone developed a strategy for countering the highly effective 
media strategy developed and refined by our terrorist adversaries. The major terrorism organizations have 
media committees whose main task is to get their message out quickly and effectively, putting their own 
spin on events, playing optimally both to their external and internal audiences. They are adroit at portraying 
themselves as victims whose actions were defensive and were required by their enemy’s actions. In not 
countering their extremist messages, we have permitted extreme distortions to be accepted as fact, 
justifying, indeed requiring, and defensive aggression.  
 
Four major elements of a psychological program designed to counter terrorism are: 
 
1. Inhibiting potential terrorists from joining terrorist groups in the first place 
2. Producing dissension within the group 
3. Facilitating exit from the group 
4. Reducing support for the group and its leaders 
5. Insulating the target audience, the public, from the intended goals of the terrorist to terrorize 
 
Vladimir Lenin conveyed that “the goal of terrorism is to terrorize.”  
 
These five elements of a sustained strategic psychological operations campaign deserve a closer look. 
 
Prevent people from joining terrorist organizations. 
 
The first element, inhibiting potential terrorists from joining terrorist groups and organizations, is the most 
important and complex of the five. Once an individual is in a group or organization, especially an 
underground group, powerful group dynamics will enforce his or her psychological commitment to its 
goals. From childhood there is a normalization and social value attached to joining a terrorist group, 
especially in the constituencies of particular concern to Israel. it was clear that the major influence was the 
social setting. As one terrorist remarked, “Everyone was joining.” Individuals from strictly religious 
Islamic backgrounds were more likely to join Islamist groups, while those with no religious background 
might join either a secular or a religious group. Peers were of great influence and often recruited the 
subjects. For the secular groups the social environment centered on schools and clubs, while for 
Islamists the mosque, religious organizations, and religious instruction dominated. One of the 
remarkable findings of the research project was the intensity of hatred towards Israelis expressed by the 
subjects given that most of the interview subjects had never met an Israeli. 
 
Counter: give an alternate place to socialize to observant Muslims, instead of mosques, if no other place  

like that is possible heavily control it, make sure your control is INVISIBLE for even an 
assumption that mosque is being controlled by a opposing political force changes everything. 

 
You Israelis are Nazis in your souls and in your conduct. In your occupation you never distinguish between men and 
women, or between old people and children. You adopted methods of collective punishment; you uprooted people from 
their homeland and from their homes and chased them into exile. You fired live ammunition at women and children. 
You smashed the skulls of defenseless civilians. You set up detention camps for thousands of people in subhuman 
conditions. You destroyed homes and turned children into orphans. You prevented people from making a living, you 
stole their property, and you trampled on their honor. Given that kind of conduct, there is no choice but to strike at you 
without mercy in every possible way. 



 
 
One way is to encourage moderate secular education that permits their youth to compete in a globalizing 
economy and does not expose them to radical ideology. A college classmate, Tom Moorehead, as 
undersecretary of labor for international affairs, provided a $25 million grant to Pakistan to combat child 
labor to develop a network of moderate curriculum secular schools. It costs $80 annually to educate a child 
in Pakistan. Every child educated in one of these moderate schools is one that is not being educated in a 
radical madrassa, who is not being exposed to extremist Islamist ideology. This is effective counter-
terrorism. And it is important to de-romanticize the terrorists. These are not martyrs, but murderers. The 
Islamist militants violate provisions of the Koran. These are not heroic role models to emulate. Both 
measures—educational support and economic programs—require funding by government or 
nongovernmental organizations, but the investment would go a long way toward reducing the population 
that strikes out in despair for it sees no other path. When one considers the mammoth expenditures in 
military operations in conducting the Global War on Terror, funding programs that could reduce the 
reservoir of terrorists by promoting hope for succeeding within these now rigid societies would be valuable 
investments.  
 
Hope is the enemy of despair. 
 
The mosque was consistently cited as the place where most members were initially introduced to the 
Palestinian/Israeli conflict, including members of the secular groups. Islamist fundamentalist terrorists have 
emerged from the culture of radical Islamism, which is shaping individuals from childhood on. It is that 
broader radical Islamist culture which generates a continuing supply of recruits to the extremity of 
terrorism, including suicide terrorism, what Ariel Merari has called a “suicide bomber production line.” To 
counter the growing threat of Islamist terrorism, “truth” propagated through the information channels—the 
radical madrassas, the radical mosques, and the new media—must be countered, and the vulnerability of 
the alienated Islamic youth to the siren song of hatred must be reduced. 
 
Creating Dissension within the Group 
 
The second element is to produce dissension within the group. Terrorist organizations are often filled with  
tension. When they are attacked, internal tensions disappear, and it becomes them against the world. What 
would magnify tension, sow distrust, recast the image of the leader or pretenders to the throne, or weaken 
the already stressed climate and paralyze the group? Injecting such influences into a closed body is by no 
means easy, but it would reduce cohesion and efficiency. It is important to foster paranoia and  
organizational paralysis by injecting rumors in the ranks. It is especially important to alienate followers 
from leaders. From a distance, leaders are often idealized. Up close and personal, they can be experienced 
as—and should be portrayed as—arrogant, self-concerned, and corrupt.  
 
The July 9, 2005, letter from Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Musab al-Zarqawi recognized the risk that the 
wave of hostage taking, beheadings, and sectarian violence had departed from al-Qaeda’s focus on the “far 
enemy” and risked losing support among the Muslim community: “the strongest weapon which the 
mujahedeen enjoy—after the help and granting of success by God—is popular support from the masses in 
Iraq, and the surrounding Muslim countries. So, we must maintain this support as best we can and we 
should strive to increase it. . . . In the absence of this popular support, the Islamic mujahed movement 
would be crushed in the shadows. . . . Therefore the mujahed movement must avoid any action that the 
masses do not understand or approve.” 
 

The letter was designed to bring Zarqawi back in line. Such tensions within the organization need to be 
exploited so that they can be magnified, promoting disunity within the organization. Unfortunately govts 
worldwide are not able to rapidly respond and exploit this opportunity for psychological warfare. 
 
Facilitating Exit from the Group 
 
The third element, facilitating exit from the group, exposes a danger of becoming a terrorist: once one has 
made that choice, it is hard to turn back, for an early hurdle for full acceptance is to carry out a terrorist 



action, which can lead to a criminal sanction. Yet a number of governments countering terrorism have 
instituted creative amnesty programs, similar to the U.S. protected witness program; amnesty is given in 
return for cooperation and information. The bargain includes financial support for a new life and can extend 
to resettlement in other countries and even plastic surgery, as Spanish authorities provided ETA defectors. 
The Italian pentiti (penitents) program was instrumental in breaking the back of the Red Brigades. In return 
for promises of having their sentences reduced or entirely forgiven for their cooperation, there was a wave 
of defectors, including “Antonio Savasta, who had been in charge of kidnapping General Dozier and 
Valerio Murucci who provided details on the Aldo Moro kidnapping, arrest and murder. As a consequence, 
there were about 300 hundred arrests and even more recantations. This change of mind among the Italian 
terrorists was brought about by not only promises, but also as a result of internal dissent.” Information 
developed by defectors can be fed back to the group to strengthen option 2, producing internal dissension. 
 
Reducing Public Support for the Group and de-glorifying the Leader 
 
The fourth element is information operations directed against the group to reduce public support. An 
exemplar of this goal is al-Qaeda. For years Osama bin Laden has been unchallenged in the arena of 
marshalling opinion to his view of Islam and the West. The virulent brand of Islam he has championed and 
the violence he has justified with his extreme interpretation of the Koran are consistent with those of 
Hamas and Islamic Jihad leaders and have not been countered. Al-Qaeda has attracted alienated Muslim 
youth sensitized in the madarssas and mosques. In the madarssa in Zanzibar, the participant was taught 
never to question learned authorities, especially those with religious credentials. In the mosque in where he 
felt welcomed as a member of the umma (the community of observant Muslims), he heard of the obligation 
to help other Muslims wherever they were. He was shown films of Muslim mass graves in Bosnia and the 
bodies of Muslim women and children in Chechnya. Alone and isolated except for the mosque, he vowed, 
in his words, to become a soldier for Allah and defend these innocent victims against the soldiers of Serbia 
and Russia. When he gave voice to these sentiments, he was informed by a spotter for al-Qaeda that to be a 
soldier for Allah he must get training; so, using his own money, he went to Pakistan to be screened and was 
sent to a bin laden training camp in Afghanistan. After seven months there, he was offered the opportunity 
to participate in the conflict in Kashmir, which was irregular conflict, rather than fighting uniformed 
soldiers in either Bosnia or Chechnya. He had envisaged himself in uniform fighting soldiers who had 
taken up the sword against Muslims. He returned and resumed his menial life as an assistant grocery clerk. 
Still participating at the mosque, he received the call to take part in a jihad three years later. He responded 
immediately. His pious wish to defend Muslim victims was bent into participating in an act of mass 
casualty terrorism. As he was confronted with the consequences of the bombing, in contrast to other 
terrorists, he was overwhelmed with the death of innocents, which he saw as inconsistent with his views of 
jihad: “Their jihad is not my jihad.” Nor is it the jihad of the majority of mainstream Muslims, yet they 
have been remarkably mute, allowing the  extremists free rein to steer alienated youth into violence in the 
name of Islam. Osama bin Laden’s justifications, as spelled out in the al-Qaeda terrorism manual, are 
inconsistent with the Koran, yet to the alienated youth they are justification for killing in the name of God. 
To counter these religiously based arguments, moderate Islamic clerics and leaders must reclaim their 
hijacked religion and depict Osama bin Laden and his ilk as distorting the meaning of the Koran and 
violating the spirit of Islam in the service of self-aggrandizing motivations. The goal is to make the group 
not a mainstream path for alienated youth but a deviant path, to have the terrorist leaders seen not as 
romantic heroes but as preachers of a perverted Islam. Doing this requires activating voices not now heard, 
for these changes must come from within Islam, and at present the extremist view is uncontested. Reducing 
support among the public at large would also reduce the recruitment pool. In the long run, this is the only 
way to diminish the terrorist threat, for new recruits are the lifeblood of a terrorist group. Marginalizing the 
group and reducing its appeals must be a key goal of an effective counterterrorism program over time, and 
this in turn will be facilitated by de legitimizing its leaders. This overarching goal, of reducing support for 
the organization and de legitimizing its leader, is consistent with one of the key recommendations of 
Richardson, to separate the terrorists from their community. As long as the Islamist militants are seen as 
acting on behalf of the community, the reservoir of potential terrorists will be inexhaustible. At the present 
time, al-Qaeda and the global Salafi jihad are perceived as powerful organizations to join; for alienated 
Muslim youth joining is an opportunity to find others sharing their frustrations and find a collective remedy 
for their shame and humiliation. And Osama bin Laden is a heroic figure, whose directions are followed 
uncritically. 



 
 
Insulating the Public from the Goals of the Terrorists to Terrorize 
 
Addressed thus far is a fourfold approach to countering terrorism by reducing the attraction to the group 
and confronting and undermining internal cohesion, but as important is the fifth element: defending against 
the central goal of terrorism— to terrorize. If the act of one extremist youth can derail fragile movement 
toward dialogue and reconciliation, terrorism is being rewarded. Sustained public education is needed to 
reduce public susceptibility to fear and terror. Israel has shown remarkable resilience in the face of a 
campaign of chronic terrorism. We need better to understand resilience and how to promote it. If the goal 
of terrorism is to terrorize, and the public is immunized from terror, then this is the ultimate counter-
terrorism Coordinated information operations are an underutilized but critical weapon in combating 
terrorism. A five-pronged strategy has been specified for strategic psychological operations. 
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